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Abstract Every finite extensive-form game with perfect information has a subgame-
perfect equilibrium. In this note we settle to the negative an open problem regarding
the existence of a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium in perfect information games with
infinite horizon and Borel measurable payoffs, by providing a counter-example. We
also consider a refinement called strong subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium, and show by
means of another counter-example, with a simpler structure than the previous one,
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that a game may have no strong subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for sufficiently small
ε > 0, even though it admits a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for every ε > 0.

Keywords Subgame-perfect equilibrium · Perfect-information games · Infinite
horizon · Non-existence

1 Introduction

We examine perfect information games in which the active player always has a finite
number of actions. The most common refinement of the concept of Nash equilibrium
in such games is subgame-perfect equilibrium (cf. Selten 1965), which is a strategy
profile that induces a Nash equilibrium in every subgame. This concept rules out the
use of noncredible threats by the players.

As is well known, when the game tree is finite, a subgame-perfect equilibrium
always exists and can be found by backward induction, going from the leaves of the
tree back to the root. In perfect information games with infinite horizon, there are no
leaves and this process is not applicable. Yet, under certain continuity assumptions
on the payoffs, a subgame-perfect equilibrium can be shown to exist (cf. for example
Fudenberg and Levine 1983). For infinite horizon games with discontinuous payoffs,
this is no longer the case and a subgame-perfect equilibrium, or even a Nash equi-
librium, need not exist. Indeed, consider a one-player decision problem in which at
every period the player chooses whether to stop or to continue. The payoff is 1 − 1

t if
the player stops at period t , and the payoff is 0 if the player never stops. In this game
the player wants to stop in finite time but as late as possible. Consequently, this game
has no Nash equilibrium.

Discontinuous payoffs and the nonexistence of Nash equilibria is not a phenom-
enon that is unique to artificially constructed games. For example, in models of price
competition (cf. Bertrand 1883), spatial competition (cf. Hotelling 1929), auctions (cf.
Milgrom and Weber 1982), and dynamic oligopoly (cf. Fudenberg 1983), the exis-
tence of a Nash equilibrium, and therefore also a subgame-perfect equilibrium, is not
guaranteed.

In games with discontinuous payoffs we often resort to the concept of ε-equilibrium,
which is a strategy profile such that no player can profit more than ε by deviating.
Though the concept of ε-equilibrium is less common than Nash equilibrium, it makes
sense in various situations. First, if no Nash equilibrium exists, it seems reasonable
to forgo a small extra profit if this ensures stability. Second, if payoffs in the model
are only approximations of actual payoffs, for example, due to measurement errors or
simplifying assumptions, it does not seem reasonable to change a strategy for a small
extra profit below the margin of error in the payoffs. There are also other reasons to
consider ε-equilibria. For example, Kalai and Lehrer (1993) proved that in repeated
games, the process of rational learning converges to an ε-equilibrium. Mertens and
Neyman (see Mertens 1987) proved that in games with perfect information, an ε-
equilibrium in pure strategies exists as soon as the payoff functions of the players are
bounded and Borel measurable.
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Non-existence of subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium 947

A subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium is a strategy profile that induces an ε-equilibrium
in every subgame. Solan and Vieille (2003) provide an example of a two-player game
with perfect information that has no subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium in pure strategies,
provided ε is sufficiently small, but does have a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium in
behavior strategies, for every ε > 0. Nevertheless, in recent years much effort has
been made to prove the existence of subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium in pure strategies,
for all ε > 0, in various classes of perfect information games (cf. for example, Flesch
et al. 2010 and Purves and Sudderth 2011).

The definition of subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium has one drawback: the requirement
that the strategy profile induces an ε-equilibrium in a certain subgame does not rule
out the possibility that a player plays, with small probability, an action that leads
to a low continuation payoff. If one interprets a mixed action as a lottery that the
player uses for the choice of an action, and the lottery picks an action with low
payoff, then the player may become reluctant to execute this action. Weaker versions
of subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium have also been examined in the literature, such as
ε-consistent equilibrium by Lehrer and Sorin (1998), but this drawback still appears
in those definitions. This is the motivation to examine the following refinement of
subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium. A strategy profile is called a strong subgame-perfect
ε-equilibrium if the following property holds at every decision node and every action
that is played with positive probability at this node: for the active player, this action in
combination with his follow-up strategy is an ε-best reply against the strategies of the
opponents.

In this note we settle to the negative the open problem of whether every perfect
information game with infinite horizon and Borel measurable payoffs has a subgame
perfect ε-equilibrium. We provide an example of such a game that does not have a
subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium, and a second example of a game that has a subgame-
perfect ε-equilibrium but no strong subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium.

2 Model

We consider n-player perfect information games in extensive form given by an infinite
directed tree with a root, in which each node has finitely many outgoing edges. Each
node in the tree is associated with one of the players, the player who acts at that node.
The outgoing edges at a node are interpreted as the available actions of the player
associated with that node. An infinite path in the tree, starting at the root, is called a
play. Each player i has a payoff function ui , which assigns a payoff ui (p) ∈ IR to
each play p. The interpretation is that player i receives the amount ui (p) in case the
play p is realized. We assume that each ui is bounded and measurable with respect
to the sigma-algebra P that is generated by the cylinder sets on the set of plays. Let
u = (u1, . . . , un) be the vector of payoff functions.

The set of all decision nodes that are associated with player i is denoted by Zi . A
(behavior) strategy for player i is a function βi that assigns to each node z ∈ Zi a
probability distribution over the available actions at z. A strategy is called pure if it
selects at each decision node one of the available actions with probability 1. Every
strategy profile β = (β1, . . . , βn) induces a probability distribution ρβ on P . The
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corresponding expected payoff is given by u(β) = ∫
u(p) dρβ(p). For every strategy

profile β and every player i , we will use the notation β−i = (β j ) j �=i for the strategy
profile of the opponents of player i .

Definition 1 Let ε ≥ 0. A strategy profile β∗ is an ε-equilibrium if ui (β
∗) ≥

ui (βi , β
∗−i ) − ε for every player i and every strategy βi of player i .

Thus, a strategy profile β∗ is an ε-equilibrium if no player can gain more than ε

by a unilateral deviation. Mertens and Neyman (cf. Mertens 1987) proved that a pure
ε-equilibrium exists for every ε > 0.

Because the game has perfect information, every decision node z in the game tree
naturally defines a game �(z), the subgame that starts at z. For every strategy βi of
player i and every decision node z, denote by βi |z the strategy that βi induces in the
subgame �(z). For every strategy profile β denote β|z := (βi |z)n

i=1. We denote by
ui (β | z) player i’s expected payoff in �(z) under the strategy profile β|z.

We now define the concept of subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium (cf. Selten 1975),
which is a refinement of ε-equilibrium.

Definition 2 Let ε ≥ 0. A strategy profile β∗ is a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium, if
for every decision node z in the game tree, the strategy profile β∗|z is an ε-equilibrium
of the subgame �(z).

As we have already mentioned, this definition does not rule out the possibility that
a player plays with a small probability an action that leads to a low payoff. Hence, we
also examine the following refinement of this concept.

Definition 3 Let ε ≥ 0. A strategy profile β∗ is a strong subgame-perfect ε-
equilibrium if for every player i , for every decision node z ∈ Zi of player i , for
every action ai that is chosen with positive probability at z according to β∗

i , and for
every strategy βi of player i , we have

ui ((β
∗
i [z : ai ], β∗−i ) | z) ≥ ui ((βi , β

∗−i ) | z) − ε, (1)

where β∗
i [z : ai ] denotes the strategy for player i which follows β∗

i except at node z
where action ai is chosen.

In words, a strategy profile is a strong subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium if the follow-
ing property holds at every decision node and every action that is played with positive
probability at this node: for the active player, this action in combination with his
follow-up strategy is an ε-best reply against the strategies of the opponents. It is clear
that every strong subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium is a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium.
A sufficient condition for the converse is given in the following lemma, whose proof
follows from the definitions.

Lemma 4 Suppose that β∗ is a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium, and let δ ≥ 0. If for
every player i , for every decision node z ∈ Zi of player i , and for every action ai that
is chosen with positive probability at z according to β∗

i we have

ui ((β
∗
i [z : ai ], β∗−i ) | z) ≥ ui (β

∗ | z) − δ,
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Non-existence of subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium 949

then β∗ is a strong subgame-perfect (ε+δ)-equilibrium. Here again, β∗
i [z : ai ] denotes

the strategy for player i which follows β∗
i except at node z where action ai is chosen.

Note that if β∗ is a strong subgame-perfect 0-equilibrium, and for some player i ,
βi is a strategy that, at every node z ∈ Zi , assigns probability 1 to an action that is
used with positive probability by β∗

i , then it is not necessarily true that βi is a best
reply to β∗−i . This is illustrated by the following one-player game: at every period
Player 1 can choose between L and R, and his payoff is 1 if he chooses L infinitely
often, and 0 otherwise. In this game, the strategy that always chooses both actions with
probability 1

2 constitutes a strong subgame-perfect 0-equilibrium, but the strategy that
always chooses R is not a strong subgame-perfect 0-equilibrium.

3 The examples

In this section we present two examples. In Example 5, which is based on Solan and
Vieille (2003), the game admits a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for every ε > 0 but
not a strong subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for sufficiently small ε. In Example 6 the
game does not even admit a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for sufficiently small ε.

Example 5 Consider the following two-player perfect information game. Alice can
stop or continue at even periods 0, 2, 4, . . . , and Bob can stop or continue at odd
periods 1, 3, 5, . . . . As soon as a player stops, the game terminates (one could assume
that play goes on without any further influence on the payoffs, so as to make the
horizon infinite). If Alice stops then the payoff is −1 to Alice and 2 to Bob. If Bob
stops then the payoff is −2 to Alice and 1 to Bob. If nobody ever stops then the payoff
is zero to both players.

As Solan and Vieille (2003) pointed out, this game has a subgame-perfect ε-
equilibrium for every ε ∈ (0, 1), given by the following strategies β∗ = (β∗

A, β∗
B):

Under β∗
A, Alice stops with probability 1 at every even period, and under β∗

B
Bob stops with probability ε at every odd period. These strategies induce payoffs
u(β∗ | z) = (−1, 2) in every subgame �(z) that starts at one of Alice’s decision
nodes, and payoffs u(β∗ | z) = (−1 − ε, 2 − ε) in every subgame �(z) that starts at
one of Bob’s decision nodes. Profitable deviations exist only in subgames that start at
one of Bob’s decision nodes; in such a subgame, Bob increases his payoff only if he
stops with probability less than ε, but the improvement is bounded from above by ε.

Notice that the above subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium is not strong, since Bob’s strat-
egy uses the noncredible threat of stopping (inequality (1) fails for Bob’s action “stop”).
In fact, we now prove that this game has no strong subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for
a sufficiently small ε.

Let 0 < ε < 1
7 and assume that β∗ = (β∗

A, β∗
B) is a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium.

Our goal is to prove that β∗ cannot be strong. Note that in any subgame �(z), Bob’s
payoff satisfies u B(β∗ | z) ≥ 1 − ε, since he can guarantee at least 1 by the strategy
that stops at the next odd period. Assume first that there is a subgame �(z) in which
(1) Alice is the active player at the initial node z, and (2) under β∗|z, the probability
that Alice eventually stops is at most ε. Since u B(β∗ | z) ≥ 1 − ε, the probability
that Bob eventually stops under β∗|z is at least 1 − 3ε, and therefore Alice’s payoff
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satisfies u A(β∗ | z) ≤ −2(1 − 3ε) < −1 − ε. But then Alice would gain more than ε

by stopping at node z, which is a contradiction. Therefore, there is no subgame �(z)
as above.

Thus, if Alice is active at node z, then the probability that she eventually stops in
the subgame �(z) is at least ε. It follows that for every decision node z in the game
tree, it holds with probability 1 under β∗|z that one of the players eventually stops.
Consequently, the payoff u(β∗ | z) is a convex combination of (−1, 2) and (−2, 1). For
every decision node z in which Alice is the active player, we have u A(β∗ | z) ≥ −1−ε.
Consequently, u B(β∗ | z) ≥ 2 − ε for each such node z. It follows that for every
decision node z in which Bob is the active player, he can get a payoff of at least 2 − ε

by continuing, and therefore u B(β∗ | z) ≥ 2 − 2ε for every such decision node z.
Now assume by way of contradiction that the subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium β∗

is strong. Since u B(β∗ | z) ≥ 2 − 2ε for every decision node z in which Bob is the
active player, β∗

B always has to assign probability zero to stopping. But then Alice
could gain 1 by always continuing, which is a contradiction.

The following example shows that a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium need not exist
for small ε > 0.

Example 6 Consider the following perfect information game with infinite horizon,
played by Alice and Bob. At each node of the game tree, the active player has two
actions, A and B. If action A is played then Alice is the next active player, whereas if
action B is played then Bob is the next active player. The payoff function is as follows:

• If there is a period t such that Alice is the active player at all periods from t onwards,
then the payoff is (−1, 2). When this happens, we say that play absorbs at Alice.

• If there is a period t such that Bob is the active player at all periods from t onwards,
then the payoff is (−2, 1). When this happens, we say that play absorbs at Bob.

• Otherwise, the payoff is (0, 0).

Whereas in Example 5 punishment involves stopping once, the main idea of this
example is that Bob can only punish Alice by always playing B from some period
onward. We will show that the game has no subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for ε ∈
[0, 1

7 ). Assume to the contrary that such a subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium β∗ exists.
Then, just as for Example 5 with “absorbing” replacing “stopping”, we can prove
that u B(β∗ | z) ≥ 2 − 2ε for every decision node z at which Bob is the active
player. Thus, the probability to ever absorb at Bob under β∗|z is at most 2ε, for every
such node z. This implies that under β∗|z the probability of absorption at Bob is 0.
Hence, Alice can get payoff 0 in any subgame by always playing action B. Thus,
u A(β∗ | z) ≥ −ε for every decision node z. This is however in contradiction with the
fact that u B(β∗ | z) ≥ 2 − 2ε for every decision node z at which Bob is the active
player. Thus, there exists no subgame-perfect ε-equilibrium for ε ∈ [0, 1

7 ), as claimed.

Remark 1 Notice that the game of Example 6 possesses the following pure equilib-
rium: If play starts at Alice, then she always plays A and Bob always plays B. If play
starts at Bob, then Alice always plays A and Bob initially plays A and afterwards he
always plays B.
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Remark 2 The structure of the game of Example 6 is more complicated than that of
Example 5: the game of Example 5 can be seen as a two-player stochastic game with
finitely many states and actions in which the players receive stage payoffs and each
player maximizes his long-run average stage payoff (rather than having each player
receive a final payoff that he maximizes). This is however not possible for the game of
Example 6. Indeed, in the game of Example 6, after every history there are plays that
yields each of the payoffs (−1, 2), (−2, 1), and (0, 0). This implies that if there were
such a stochastic game, then there would have been a play along which the sequence
of average payoffs fluctuates between, say, (−1, 2) and (0, 0), which has no equivalent
in the game of Example 6.

Moreover, regarding the payoff structure, let U (−1, 2) (resp. U (−2, 1), U (0, 0))
be the set of all plays that induce the payoff (−1, 2) (resp. the payoff (−2, 1), the
payoff (0, 0)). In Example 5, U (−1, 2) and U (−2, 1) are open sets, whereas U (0, 0)

is closed (when considering the topology generated by the cylinder sets on the space of
all plays). In contrast, in Example 6, U (−1, 2) and U (−2, 1) are Fσ sets, i.e., countable
unions of closed sets, whereas U (0, 0) is a Gδ set, i.e., a countable intersection of open
sets.
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